
TERRAZZO



MADE IN ITALY

A COLLECTION FOR 

ARCHITECTURAL

AND INTERIOR 

Hailed from the heart of where terrazzo was first created in the

north of Italy in the 15th century, these Italian-made terrazzo slabs are 

made by the best fabricators with over 25 years of “know-how”.

The selection of the best raw materials and the use of advanced 

technologies creates a high quality and reliable product with 

excellent technical performances such as resistance, durability 

through the years and ease of maintenance.

The product is also sustainable, having a high percentage of 

pre-consumer recycled content. Only natural raw materials without 

any chemical addition are also carefully chosen, to improve the 

quality and safety in the areas where it will be laid.

99.80 neken



TERRAZZO

Made in Italy

Modern & 
Versatile

Eco-friendlyUniformity of colours 
on big surfaces

Competitive Price

$

Only Natural Matter
without any chemical

substance

Made of

White Cement

Anti - Slip 
Resistance

R9

92.70 gralo 



94.20 blackan



TERRAZZO

82.60 mavel

Colours

99.80 neken

99.70 blamar 94.20 blackan



93.70 pira  



usage

KITCHEN 
COUNTERTOPS

 FLOORING

ENTRANCE

BATHROOM 
VANITY TOPS

COUNTERTOPSSTAIRCASES

RECEPTION DESKSTABLES/STANDS

COFFEE TABLES INDOOR WINDOW
SILLS

 

91.60 kafuc



81.10 weigrey



TERRAZZO

82.10 sivak

Colours

92.50 carbi91.50 kennha

81.10 weigrey 93.70 pira91.60 kafuc



TERRAZZO

92.80 grebi

Colours

92.30 cargrey

93.40 etna 94.32 verdealp25



Thickness
2cm
*other sizes is by indent basis

Bending Resistance
7.9 - 12.1 MPa.

Weight Resistance
52 kg/m2

Fire Resistant

Water Absorption
4.22 - 5.2%
After impregnation
2 - 2.5%.

Abrasion Resistance
Class
I 18 cm³ / 50cm²

II 20 cm³ / 50cm²

III 26 cm³ / 50cm²

Slab Sizes
305 x 125 cm, 305 x 140 cm

82.40 kodra



93.10 violeg
 



92.90 legrey



82.40 kodra



TERRAZZO

82.20 nazan

Colours

82.50 argor92.02 gv25

93.10 violeg 92.90 legrey82.40 kodra



TERRAZZO

93.40 etna

Colours

99.50 bilak 99.60 blawhi 

92.40 esco 80.40 daver80.30 nemor 



80.10 nebas

 



TERRAZZO

80.50 alwer

Colours

80.20 caran

80.10 nebas 80.60 gribas



93.50 braghi



81.50 boska 



92.10 ronuv

 



TERRAZZO

90.31 bot15

Colours

 92.60 palma 92.70 gralo 

81.50 boska 93.50 braghi92.10 ronuv 



93.00 bono



TERRAZZO

90.21 ba15

Colours

81.30 schibas91.40 sible

81.40 sanec 93.00 bono81.10 weibla



care and maintenance

First Cleaning

Post-laying cleaning is very important to secure a lasting beauty and to 

maintain the high value of the material over many years. An

inadequate or late first cleaning can alter the surface appearance.

Impregnation

Our experience of over 30 years and that of many layers shows the 

importance of laying untreated materials. Before filling and treating the 

terrazzo, it is necessary that the material become completely dry. The 

impregnation of material before the lying is not recommended, because 

the humidity of the material and of the mortar can’t dry uniformly, but 

only through the open joints. The consequences of a not uniform drying 

can be difference of colours on the surface and cracking. The times for 

the completely dry of the material are approximately from 4 to 6 weeks. 

The wait times are only indicative and can change depending on 

weather and circumstances of the project.

Regular Cleaning

For a daily cleaning we advise to use only hot water with a ph neutral 

detergent, without additives.

92.02 gv25



Futar Enterprises Pte Ltd

19 Changi North Way
Singapore 498786

Phone: +(65) 6543 3818

Fax: +(65) 6543 3789
www.futar.com.sg

Please contact: enquiry@futar.com.sg


